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Environmental Policy 
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1. Introduction; General Policy and Scope 
 
This Environmental Policy sets out our commitment to environmental good practice, to minimise 
adverse effects on the environment. It covers; 

• the activities of the RedCat Partnership Ltd, health and safety/food safety consultants 

• RedCat, trading as No8 Thorpe Road. No8 is our office and our training/meeting/ 
conferencing/co-working facilities.  

Not only do we consider our own activities, but also the environmental impact of our products and 
services once accepted by our clients and customers. 
Whilst we do not consider the environmental impacts of our activities to threaten our organisation, 
we still wish to publicise how this is one of our core ethical values, and our commitment to ethical 
trading. Good environmental performance can have an impact on financial returns and on the 
Company's reputation. We therefore consider good environmental management to be an integral 
part of our risk management procedures. Specifically, the Company will; 

• Commit to continuous improvement in environmental performance 

• To this end, put into place and maintain an environmental management system 
consistent and proportionate to the size and impacts of the business 

• Commit to legal compliance with environmental law 

• Instruct, train, supervise and encourage our employees and contractors to strive for best 
environmental performance 

• Make this policy publicly available on our website, www.redcatpartnership.co.uk  

• Manage and influence the businesses to whom we rent office space and the use of our 
training rooms.  

The following paragraphs describe our approach to the common areas of environmental concern, 
including targets for improvement which we, the Directors, commit to achieving. 
A major development in 2017/18 has been the installation of solar PV on No8. 
 
Signed; 

  
 
Sarah Daniels, Director     Richard Mills, Director 
26th June 2019       26th June 2019 
Date for next review; 1st June 2020 
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2. Organisation; Structure and Responsibilities 
 

Responsibilities; Directors 

• To exercise leadership in environmental management, and to give effect to this policy 
 
Responsibilities; Richard Mills 

• To take prime responsibility for the operation of policy and to be the “lead” on 
environmental performance 

• To maintain a spreadsheet of utility meter readings, at least monthly 
 
Responsibilities; All Employees 

• To consider the environmental aspects and impacts of their work in the business, and to 
act in a favourable way to the environment wherever possible. 

• To report any aspect of the business to the Directors, that might be a cause for concern 
with regard to environmental performance. 

• To co-operate with the directors and comply with instructions, policies, etc. 
 
 

 
 
 

Directors

Venue Manager

Venue Hosts

Associate 
Consultants/ 

Trainers
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3. Environmental Aspects, Policies, Risks/Impacts, Actions/Targets 
and Specific Monitoring Requirements 

 

This section will look at individual environmental aspects of the business. 
“Actions” will include any relevant targets for improvement. 
 

a. Stationery, office supplies, etc 
 
Aspects; Upstream (purchase); energy and resource use. Downstream; waste to landfill. 
 
Policies;  
i. Raw materials; we strive to source the most environmentally friendly raw materials. This will 

include the sustainability of the resource, the energy and resources involved in its 
manufacture, the transport involved in its supply. Recycled may not always be the best option; 
for instance, persistent jamming of printers by poor quality recycled paper, and company 
image projected by poor quality paper. 

ii. Waste prevention/reduction; we operate paperless wherever possible, e.g. invoicing by email, 
using email/internet marketing, keeping records of training courses electronically (e.g. email 
results sheets from the awarding body are retained). Utility bills are paperless. Card payment 
machine is a completely paperless version. 
Level 4 training course might involve producing a lot of printed training material it will be 
provided for delegates on Cloud-based storage. 
Tax returns, etc. done online.  

iii. Waste disposal;  

• used paper is re-used as scrap paper wherever possible. 

• disposal; paper & non-window envelopes are shredded; this material is then composted.  

• recyclable waste is separated out and disposed of through a recycling service. Printer 
cartridges are posted to recycling facilities. Our new main printer is serviced by a third 
party, including replacing toner cartridges 

• all other non-recyclable waste goes to landfill (the last option) through a service provider. 

• A set of “rules” has been provided for our tenants and training room users, regarding the 
handling of office type waste (this is displayed in each room) 

• We have provided facilities for the segregation of waste at the point of generation, i.e. 
different bins for recyclable and non-recyclable waste in individual rooms, including 
compostable material.  

• All shredded paper is composted. 
 
Risks;  

• Risk of generating waste; high (certain) 

• Impacts; small quantities only, consequences relatively small, one “wheelie” bin collection 
per fortnight. 

• Evaluation; performance acceptable. 
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Targets for 2018/19; none were set. However, additional non-planned improvements; metals and 
batteries are separated out of the waste stream, to be taken to the recycling centre when the 
opportunity arises. 
 
Future Targets for 2019/20;  

• WHAT; to further influence our supply chain and customers, to avoid bringing non-
recyclable or compostable take-away coffee cups to No8, or plastic water bottles. 
WHO; Venue Manager 
WHEN; end of August 2019 

 
Specific Monitoring Required; informal monitoring of waste streams from sub-let offices. 
 

b. Energy/Utilities 
 
Aspects; carbon emission arising from electricity generation, and the combustion of gas used in 
our small, domestic-sized range cooker. Water use for tea/coffee/drinks for staff and training 
course delegates, sanitary facilities. Mains sewerage connected. 
 
Policies; we will generally seek to use processes that are environmentally friendly, with regard to 
energy usage. Specifically; 

• We have a strict policy regarding turning power off when appliances are not in use 

• We use a high proportion of laptop computers, which are lower power consumption than 
“tower” PCs. All laptops now have solid state (low energy) hard drives. All document 
storage and email clients provided by “cloud” based services, avoiding the need for a server 
at No8. 

• Space heating by existing electronic “air conditioning” units in each room. 

• Building is fitted with modern double glazing and, for most parts of the roof space, current 
standards of loft insulation are met (the second floor “mansard” front elevation, third floor 
tiles roof to the front elevation; these have been investigated and found to be fully 
insulated). Half of the top floor roof space is uninsulated but is inaccessible. 

• Rainwater harvesting for soft water (plant-watering, car washer bottles, car washing, etc) 
 
Risks;  

• Risk of fossil fuel and treated mains water use; high (certain).  

• Impacts; small quantities only of energy, consequences relatively small. Negligible 
quantities of water 

• Evaluation; performance adequate but scope for some improvement 
 
Targets for 2017/18;  

• replace the remaining 50% of office lighting with LED. Progress; 50% completed 

• move away from gas water and space heating to all electric and install solar PV to 
supplement this. Progress; completed. 

• Additional non-planned improvements; we have begun installing energy efficient, oil-filled 
electric radiators in common parts, replacing the redundant wet central heating. These 
new units can be powered by our solar PV, and provide a more controllable heat  
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Future Targets for 2019/20;  

• WHAT; replace the remaining 25% of office lighting with LED. 

• WHO; Richard Mills 

• WHEN; end of October 2019 
 
Monitoring; electricity and gas consumption are monitored monthly, by Richard Mills, to establish 
a baseline of energy consumption 
 

c. Supplies; food and drink 
 
Aspects; this relates to supplies of food and drink for training course refreshments, networking 
events, etc. The aspects include; 

• carbon emission from energy use in growing, manufacture and distribution 

• resource depletion due to energy use in manufacturing and distribution 

• loss of biodiversity due to habitat loss 

• pollution due to waste (food production, packaging and discarded food) 
 
Policies; we will buy local produce, and use local suppliers, or both, wherever possible. We will 
also prioritise any responsibly produced goods, such as Fair Trade, wherever possible. Fresh 
produce will take seasonality into account. 
Food waste will be composted in our “Hot Bin” composter wherever possible 
 
Risks;  

• Risk of generating CO2/resource depletion; high (certain) 

• Risk of habitat loss; unknown 

• Impacts; small quantities of food and drink, we are catering occasionally for groups 
between 5 and 15; consequences therefore relatively small. 

• Waste; as per office supplies regarding minimisation, recycling and composting. 

• Evaluation; performance satisfactory. 
 
Actions/Targets for 2018/19; none were set.  
 
Proposed Actions/Targets for 2019/20;  

• WHAT; to move to a local organic “veg box” delivered weekly (moving away from 
supermarket produce) 
WHO; Venue Manager 
WHEN; end July 2019 

  

• WHAT; Delivery of milk in returnable glass bottles (rather than plastic cartons) 
WHO; Venue Manager 
WHEN; end of July 2019 

 

• WHAT; To replace our range of teas with loose-leaf tea; this will reduce packaging waste, 
and make the used tea leaves compostable (some tea bags are currently non-compostable) 
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WHO; Venue Manager and Sarah Daniels 
WHEN; end of September 2019 

 
 

d. Transport 
 
Aspect; carbon dioxide from transport-related fossil fuel, and associated resource use in 
construction of vehicles.  
Regarding to consultancy work, as time has passed, our client base has constricted to 
predominantly Norfolk/Suffolk based work. When our client base was more limited, we travelled 
further to find enough work, thereby incurring more mileage (e.g. an early contract was auditing 
for Little Chef, requiring national travel) 
With regard to the provision of our “open” programme of health and safety/food safety training 
courses, delegates are required to travel to our premises here at 8 Thorpe Road. 
Policies; We operate a hierarchy of control for our own travel; 

• Bicycles are provided by the Company to the Directors; these are used for local journeys 
wherever possible (dependent on weather, need to carry equipment, type of dress required, 
etc) 

• For Travel out of the county Public transport is considered and used regularly (e.g. rail travel 
to London) 

• Use the Company Car. Annual mileage has historically been approximately 15,000 but includes 
domestic/private use. The vehicle is often used for dual purpose journeys, i.e. leaving the 
office, visiting a client, then making a private journey, before returning. Mileage has reduced 
considerably in the past two years, as the two Directors now live closer to the office and walk 
to work rather than drive. Over the past three years, mileage on one car has dropped to 8000 
(averaged over the three-year lease). 

• All vehicle is to be maintained as per the manufacturer’s requirements and kept in day-to-day 
running order especially correct tyre pressures.  

• We will also ensure that the amount of transport of goods, and driving undertaken by 
personnel, is minimised by effective journey and route planning, car sharing, etc. 

With regard to attendees at our own premises, we have taken premises which have good public 
transport links; we are directly opposite the main Norwich railway station, and also have good bus 
links (including Park and Ride). 
 
Risks;  

• Risk of generating CO2/resource use; high (certain) 

• Impacts; small quantities only, consequences relatively small (small number of people 
making journeys, distance, etc). 

• Evaluation; performance satisfactory. 
 
Actions/Targets for 2018/19; none were set. However, additional non-planned improvements 
include going from three company vehicles, to one. For occasions when two cars are required, we 
are now members of our local car club (which also has electric/hybrid vehicles available locally). 
 
Future Actions/Targets for 2019/20; none 
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Monitoring;  
With regard to vehicle use, the distances travelled are dictated by client needs and location and 
are often mixed with private use. It is not considered practicable at this point, to establish 
benchmarks for work-related targets, as the proportion and mixture of business/private use varies 
so much.  
 
However, the degree of use of Car Club vehicles will be monitored (this can be achieved through 
their on-line dashboard). 
 
 

4. Carbon Footprint 
 
We have been using the calculator at www.greensuffolk.org to track our carbon footprint. Clearly 
as the business at No8 has developed over the past 4.5 years, and we lease more offices and 
maximise the use of the training and conference facilities, the carbon footprint will inevitably 
change dramatically. These have been fed into the carbon footprint calculator, the results are 
below, and are positive as the footprint is slightly reduced, but in the face of increased business 
levels and office occupancy rates.  
The current drop from 9 to 5 tonnes of CO2 seems quite dramatic, and may reflect our increased 
energy management and efficiency in electricity generation (as we nationally move from coal to 
gas and renewables), but also may reflect increased accuracy in our meter readings. As we have 
also increased the occupancy rates of our training rooms and co-working spaces at No8, we would 
have expected to see an increase in energy usage. 
 
“Building Only” Carbon Footprint; 

• 2015 (estimated);    0.83 tonnes CO2 

• 2016 (estimated);    10.09 tonnes CO2  

• 2017/18    9.77 tonnes CO2  

• 2018/19    5.16 tonnes CO2 
 
See Appendix 1 for a screenshot of our current CO2 calculator  
 
See Appendix 2 for a graph of our electricity usage, created from our Excel spreadsheet of meter 
readings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.greensuffolk.org/
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5. The RedCat Partnership Ltd in the Wider Society 
 
As a business with a strong ethical culture, we support local and national charities in various ways. 
For example (and this list is far from exhaustive); 

• Ongoing annual sponsorship for Water for Kids http://waterforkids.org.uk/ In the past, we 
have made two trips to Uganda to get stuck in. 

• Ongoing support for Break http://www.break-charity.org/ e.g. Broads boating weekend, 
and Norwich Duck Race 

• Sarah continues to help organise Porkstock, a food event in support of different charities 
each year (averaging £10,000 donation). http://www.porkstock.co.uk/  

• All staff enjoyed the annual Benjamin Foundation “sleep out” (Sarah is one of the few 
people to do this every year since its inception), annual Butterfly walk, etc. 
https://benjaminfoundation.co.uk/sleep-out  

• In 2018, we have started to provide a venue for “Meet Up Mondays” to combat loneliness 

• In 2019 we have increased our support for Proudly Norfolk (formerly Norfolk Food and 
Drink, who we have supported since approximately 2008) to provide admin support and 
Sarah is now a Director of the not-for-profit organisation. 

• We often allow the use of our facilities for local charities at reduced rates and carry out 
training and consultancy work at reduced or “pro bono” rates. 

These are just a small sample of activities we undertake  
 

6. Review & Amendments 
 
Progress towards targets will be monitored by Richard Mills on at least a quarterly basis and 
discussed at Team Meetings. 
 
This policy will be reviewed within the timeframe specified above, or upon significant changes to 
the business, or in the event of failure of control or any other negative stimulus. 
 
Amendments 
September 2013; data from utilities supplier, on the proportion of energy from sustainable 
sources, is added. 
January 2015; move to new premises, and acquisition of a third vehicle 
January 2017; general review 
July 2018; general review and update 
June 2019; general review and update. Milestone; solar PV 
August 2019 (Rev5-1); some targets were given more detail, with allocated responsibility and 
timetable 
October 2019; updated the electricity usage graph 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://waterforkids.org.uk/
http://www.break-charity.org/
http://www.porkstock.co.uk/
https://benjaminfoundation.co.uk/sleep-out
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Appendix 1; CO2 Calculator for 2018/19 
 

 
 

Appendix 2; Electricity Usage, 01/03/17 to 01/10/19 
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